Note to Editors:

**Atomos announces shipping for AtomX CAST is now available**

Users can now also purchase the ‘Ninja CAST’ bundle, a combination of the Ninja V and AtomX CAST

**Melbourne, Australia – 4th October 2021** – Atomos is excited to announce that the AtomX CAST is now available. The AtomX CAST is a modular companion for the Atomos Ninja V monitor-recorder that uses the AtomX expansion port on the Ninja V to transform it into an advanced multi-input switcher. Small enough to hold in the palm of your hand, AtomX CAST is the go-anywhere answer to the needs of a small crew or one-man multi-camera productions.
With this announcement, users can now also benefit from the Ninja CAST bundle, a combination of the Ninja V and AtomX CAST, an all-in-one live switching and streaming solution – that combines the Ninja V’s high quality 5” touchscreen monitor with 4x HDMI inputs and physical buttons. This allows you to connect cameras, computers, consoles, pre-recorded content sources or any valid video source with a resolution of 1920x1080 and use the touchscreen or the buttons to ‘switch’ between sources and select which source should be on screen at any one time for broadcast.

Ninja CAST offers a fully functional stand-alone switcher, multi-view monitor and broadcast quality recorder that does not require a computer to function. Having an integrated monitor allows you to see the incoming signals as well as indicators for program and preview out, without having to connect an additional monitor.

Solo operators can use the Ninja CAST easily and discretely with compact mirrorless cameras for productions of any size. Production crews can expand the system with larger multiview displays or preview outputs for talent. A flexible solution to suit your workflow needs.

The AtomX CAST is available as a separate module for existing Ninja V users priced at $399 USD. The Ninja CAST bundle, a combination of the Ninja V and AtomX CAST will be available as an off the shelf solution for users without a Ninja V, priced at $949 USD.

Existing Ninja V users can now download AtomOS 10.7.1 here to enable support for the AtomX CAST.

AtomX CAST functionality for the Ninja V+ will be available at a later date, stay tuned for more details.

More about the standalone AtomXCAST: https://www.atomos.com/accessories/atomxcast
More about the NINJA CAST bundle: https://www.atomos.com/ninja-CAST
Watch the Atomos feature video: https://youtu.be/tL2caWuZKyw

About Atomos
Atomos exists to help creative professionals cut through technology barriers by creating easy to use, cutting-edge 4K and HD Apple ProRes monitor/recorders. These products give video professionals a
faster, higher quality and more affordable production system, whether they create for social media, YouTube, TV or cinema. Atomos continues to demonstrate its commitment to putting users first through continual innovation at amazing price points. The company developed the AtomOS operating system dedicated to video recording with an elegant and intuitive touchscreen user interface and was also the first to implement the professional Apple ProRes RAW format for recording with cinema cameras. Atomos is based in Australia with offices in the USA, Japan, China, UK and Germany and has a worldwide distribution partner network.
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